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Across

1 Very quick objection to 
lock as feature of gothic 
cathedral, say (6,8)

8 Avuncular godfather part 
key in film (5)

9 Court princess twice and 
get bird (4,4)

11 Where pigs are seen by 
the French to be 
fashionable (2,5)

12 Sam could turn these 
pickers into scrap metal (7)

13 Spooner's little dog 
wrote short stories (5)

15 In brief? Well, King 
Lear loses a fire 
extinguisher... (9)

17 Teachers and parents 

managed to suppress flyer 
for game (9)

20 Fabric key for novelist 
(5)

21 Natural disaster not 
having a bad end around 
Oakham (7)

23 Campanologists' leader 
appears before northern 
queen - that rings a bell (7)

25 Spurs in a different kind 
of blue (8)

26 All right to return in the 
manner of a tree-dweller 
(5)

27 Guaranteed to be 
immune from corporal 
punishment? (6-8)

Down

1 Order military to get 
dressed at fashion chain -
performance possibly 
going to the dogs (7,5)

2 Measures up small cart 
(5)

3 One dummy enlivened 
with current element (9)

4 Berlin Sally grabs right 
hats (7)

5 Company man pants, 
"Half each!" (7)

6 Myrrh, in essence, has 
this flower as an ingredient 
(5)

7 Sailors' patron lost with a 
mine exploding (5,4)

10 Bear cross about 

fighting - postpone until 
next time (5,7)

14 Film has curious radio 
root (4,2,3)

16 Racecourse clear across 
partners' spot (9)

18 Former Home Secretary 
to appreciate getting up in 
more of a daze (7)

19 It's impossible for 
anaconda's body to get 
coiled around ring (2,3,2)

22 Rising pulse 
overwhelming, therefore 
told a tale (5)

24 A song of flickering 
lamps (5)


